
Commentary from a Urantia Perspective on Revelations of an Elite Family Insider 

I:
Families who for a long time have been ruling the people who are not from these bloodlines. -
Understand that “bloodlines” have been chosen to rule, it didn't just appear out of air. -
The souls which incarnate into these bloodlines who rule are picked by Divine Law. -

UB/Jesus:
Family is considered “the initial and natural organization of political power” but religious/
spiritual sovereignty belongs to God.

I:
Religion is created by “us”.

UB:
New religions cannot be invented; they are either evolved, or else they are suddenly revealed.

I:
What we believe in does not matter but it is about serving the Divine Law which was passed onto 
us.

UB:
Belief fixates, faith liberates. -
The love of God saves the sinner; the law of God destroys the sin.

I:
Rituals are there to connect with the higher beings who govern this realm.

UB is non-ritualistic but encourages “quality of thinking, the coming earthly goal of human 
existence.”

Higher beings and governance structures are introduced in Parts I & II (The Central and 
Superuniverses & The Local Universe). e.g. "the various orders of divine Sons, high spirits, 
superangels, angels, and midway creatures” and the Urantia advisory council (the “four and 
twenty elders” from The Revelation of Saint John the Divine which we have “preserved in only 
fragmentary and adulterated form”).

I:
Btw, by what you just said you lenghtened your stay here on Earth one more lifetime....my 
condolences.

UB cosmology rejects the idea of reincarnation as a “stultifying belief” unhelpful to one’s soul 
growth. Other sources may disagree more or less. There is an idea that the divine spirit (Thought 
Adjuster) in our mind may have “indwelt” others previously, but not on this world.

I:
You do not understand what this world we live in really is. 



UB describes the worlds of this local universe as “enormous training schools;” the Gods having 
practically made “the whole universe into one vast and intricate practical training school”.

I:
How strange that some of you who talk about love, light and peace are the ones who 2 sentences 
later cuss and talk about murdering others, smirking about it being soon.. 
Are you sure you are on the “good” side? 

UB:
Goodness always compels respect, but when it is devoid of grace, it often repels affection. 
Goodness is universally attractive only when it is gracious. Goodness is effective only when it is 
attractive.

I:
The Universe is a living entity who uses it´s Mind to create and the beings created from that may 
have that same power to within their boundaries. 

UB:
THE Universal Father is the God of all creation, the First Source and Center of all things and 
beings. -
The Eternal Son [the Second Source and Center] is the actual upholder of the vast creation of 
spirit realities and spiritual beings. -
The Third Source and Center [as the Absolute Mind - the Infinite Spirit] is the source of the 
endowment of intellect throughout the universes. -

Creator Sons are personalized by the Father and the Son -
Every time the Universal Father and the Eternal Son become parent to a Creator Son, the Infinite 
Spirit becomes ancestor to a local universe Creative Spirit who becomes the close associate of 
that Creator Son in all subsequent universe experience. -

The Eternal Son transmits creatorship powers only to the first or direct personalization. -
the Creator Son thus brought into existence is never able to transmit or delegate the prerogatives 
of creatorship to the various orders of Sons which he may subsequently create, -

The [local universe Creator Son] initiates the creation of certain of the universe children, while 
the [local universe Creative Spirit] is solely responsible for bringing into existence the numerous 
orders of spirit personalities who minister and serve under the direction and guidance of this 
selfsame Mother Spirit. In the creation of other types of universe personalities, both the Son and 
the Spirit function together, and in no creative act does the one do aught without the counsel and 
approval of the other.

With the achievement of supreme local universe sovereignty, there passes from a Michael Son 
the power and opportunity to create entirely new types of creature beings during the present 
universe age. -
In time there may develop an almost endless evolution of diverse beings, but no entirely new 
pattern or type of intelligent creature will henceforth take direct origin from a Master Son.



Life is constructed according to plans formulated by the (unrevealed) Architects of Being and 
appears on the inhabited planets either by direct importation or as a result of the operations of the 
Life Carriers of the local universes. -
The Life Carriers are the offspring of three pre-existent personalities: the Creator Son, the 
Universe Mother Spirit, and, by designation, one of the three Ancients of Days presiding over the 
destinies of the superuniverse concerned. 

The vital spark—the mystery of life—is bestowed through the Life Carriers, not by them. They 
do indeed supervise such transactions, they formulate the life plasm itself, but it is the Universe 
Mother Spirit who supplies the essential factor of the living plasm. From the Creative Daughter 
of the Infinite Spirit comes that energy spark which enlivens the body and presages the mind.

Animal mind and human mind are gifts of the local universe Mother Spirit, functioning through 
the seven adjutant mind-spirits, while creature ability to reproduce is the specific and personal 
impartation of the Universe Spirit to the ancestral life plasm inaugurated by the Life Carriers.

I:
Jesus of Nazareth was not a master of the game -

UB:
Jesus was great because he was good, and yet he fraternized with the little children. He was 
gentle and unassuming in his personal life, and yet he was the perfected man of a universe. His 
associates called him Master unbidden.
Jesus was the perfectly unified human personality. And today, as in Galilee, he continues to unify 
mortal experience and to co-ordinate human endeavors. He unifies life, ennobles character, and 
simplifies experience. He enters the human mind to elevate, transform, and transfigure it. It is 
literally true: “If any man has Christ Jesus within him, he is a new creature; old things are 
passing away; behold, all things are becoming new.”

I:
How would I answer the question “what do you do when you have mastered the game?” 

UB:
Can you really realize the true significance of the Adjuster’s indwelling? Do you really fathom 
what it means to have an absolute fragment of the absolute and infinite Deity, the Universal 
Father, indwelling and fusing with your finite mortal natures? When mortal man fuses with an 
actual fragment of the existential Cause of the total cosmos, no limit can ever be placed upon the 
destiny of such an unprecedented and unimaginable partnership. In eternity, man will be 
discovering not only the infinity of the objective Deity but also the unending potentiality of the 
subjective fragment of this same God. Always will the Adjuster be revealing to the mortal 
personality the wonder of God, and never can this supernal revelation come to an end, for the 
Adjuster is of God and as God to mortal man.

I:
(Is Earth a prison?)
Yes and even worse.
The ones who believe the contrary will never escape. 



UB:
Of his divine free-willness, the Universal Father has given you your creature personalities. You 
have been endowed with a measure of that divine spontaneity of freewill action which God 
shares with all who may become his sons.

The only evolutionary world without error (the possibility of unwise judgment) would be a world 
without free intelligence. In the Havona universe there are a billion perfect worlds with their 
perfect inhabitants, but evolving man must be fallible if he is to be free. Free and inexperienced 
intelligence cannot possibly at first be uniformly wise. The possibility of mistaken judgment 
(evil) becomes sin only when the human will consciously endorses and knowingly embraces a 
deliberate immoral judgment.

Your world, Urantia, is one of many similar inhabited planets which comprise the local universe 
of Nebadon. This universe, together with similar creations, makes up the superuniverse of 
Orvonton, from whose capital, Uversa, our commission hails. Orvonton is one of the seven 
evolutionary superuniverses of time and space which circle the never-beginning, never-ending 
creation of divine perfection—the central universe of Havona. At the heart of this eternal and 
central universe is the stationary Isle of Paradise, the geographic center of infinity and the 
dwelling place of the eternal God. 

Your world has been visited by four orders of sonship: Caligastia, the Planetary Prince; Adam 
and Eve of the Material Sons of God; Machiventa Melchizedek, the “sage of Salem” in the days 
of Abraham; and Christ Michael, who came as the Paradise bestowal Son.

Your world still continues to pursue an irregular and checkered career as a result of the double 
tragedy of a rebellious Planetary Prince and a defaulting Material Son. Even the bestowal of 
Christ Michael on Urantia did not immediately set aside the temporal consequences of these 
serious blunders in the earlier administration of the world.

This sphere is still under partial spiritual quarantine -

But even if Urantia were restored to the system circuits, you would still be embarrassed by the 
fact that your whole system rests under a Norlatiadek quarantine partially segregating it from all 
other systems.

Lucifer was taken into custody by the agents of the Uversa Ancients of Days and has since been 
a prisoner on satellite number one of the Father’s group of the transition spheres of Jerusem. And 
here the rulers of other worlds and systems behold the end of the unfaithful Sovereign of Satania. 
Paul knew of the status of these rebellious leaders following Michael’s bestowal, for he wrote of 
Caligastia’s chiefs as “spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places.”

Satan is now unqualifiedly detained on the Jerusem prison worlds.
Since Michael’s final bestowal no one in all Satania has desired to go to the prison worlds to 
minister to the interned rebels. And no more beings have been won to the deceiver’s cause. For 
nineteen hundred years the status has been unchanged.

The Adjusters are the actuality of the Father’s love incarnate in the souls of men; they are the 
veritable promise of man’s eternal career imprisoned within the mortal mind; they are the 



essence of man’s perfected finaliter personality, which he can foretaste in time as he 
progressively masters the divine technique of achieving the living of the Father’s will, step by 
step, through the ascension of universe upon universe until he actually attains the divine presence 
of his Paradise Father.

When entering school at seven years (at this time the Jews had just inaugurated a compulsory 
education law), it was customary for the pupils to choose their “birthday text,” a sort of golden 
rule to guide them throughout their studies, one upon which they often expatiated at their 
graduation when thirteen years old. The text which Jesus chose was from the Prophet Isaiah: 
“The spirit of the Lord God is upon me, for the Lord has anointed me; he has sent me to bring 
good news to the meek, to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and to 
set the spiritual prisoners free.”

Without God the soul is a prisoner; to know God releases the soul. (Hinduism)

The secret of survival is wrapped up in the supreme human desire to be Godlike and in the 
associated willingness to do and be any and all things which are essential to the final attainment 
of that overmastering desire.

I: 
(Was Yahweh an extraterrestrial negative entity? Or was he a fiction invented by the Jewish 
fantasy factory during the time the Greeks ruled Palestine?)
If the name of an entity is public, it means it is fabricated. 
Yahweh used to represent an age where mass-control was taking shape.

UB:
Yahweh was the god of the southern Palestinian tribes, who associated this concept of deity with 
Mount Horeb, the Sinai volcano. Yahweh was merely one of the hundreds and thousands of 
nature gods which held the attention and claimed the worship of the Semitic tribes and peoples.

The idea of Yahweh has undergone the most extensive development of all the mortal theories of 
God. Its progressive evolution can only be compared with the metamorphosis of the Buddha 
concept in Asia, which in the end led to the concept of the Universal Absolute even as the 
Yahweh concept finally led to the idea of the Universal Father. But as a matter of historic fact, it 
should be understood that, while the Jews thus changed their views of Deity from the tribal god 
of Mount Horeb to the loving and merciful Creator Father of later times, they did not change his 
name; they continued all the way along to call this evolving concept of Deity, Yahweh.

Yahweh was worshiped by more than one hundred separate Arabian tribes, and except for the 
tinge of the El Elyon concept of Melchizedek which persisted among the more educated classes 
of Egypt, including the mixed Hebrew and Egyptian stocks, the religion of the rank and file of 
the Hebrew captive slaves was a modified version of the old Yahweh ritual of magic and 
sacrifice.

While Moses comprehended the more advanced Egyptian religious philosophy, the Bedouin 
slaves knew little about such teachings, but they had never entirely forgotten the god of Mount 
Horeb, whom their ancestors had called Yahweh.



Moses’ father-in-law was a Kenite worshiper of El Elyon, but the emancipator’s parents were 
believers in El Shaddai. Moses thus was educated an El Shaddaist; through the influence of his 
father-in-law he became an El Elyonist; and by the time of the Hebrew encampment about 
Mount Sinai after the flight from Egypt, he had formulated a new and enlarged concept of Deity 
(derived from all his former beliefs), which he wisely decided to proclaim to his people as an 
expanded concept of their olden tribal god, Yahweh.

C: There is also a person with this name (spelled Yajweh) who is not mentioned exactly in UB or 
by the Insider, but who makes reference to such Insider Families.

I:
The ones who search hard will find the gems in Music, in fact they are out in the open.

UB:
Appreciation of music on Urantia is both physical and spiritual; and your human musicians have 
done much to elevate musical taste from the barbarous monotony of your early ancestors to the 
higher levels of sound appreciation. The majority of Urantia mortals react to music so largely 
with the material muscles and so slightly with the mind and spirit; but there has been a steady 
improvement in musical appreciation for more than thirty-five thousand years.

The best music of Urantia is just a fleeting echo of the magnificent strains heard by the celestial 
associates of your musicians, who left but snatches of these harmonies of morontia forces on 
record as the musical melodies of sound harmonics.

I:
Knowing yourself and where you really are, are the 2 most important issues that you should be 

UB:
The Greek religion had a watchword “Know yourself”; the Hebrews centered their teaching on 
“Know your God”; the Christians preach a gospel aimed at a “knowledge of the Lord Jesus 
Christ”; Jesus proclaimed the good news of “knowing God, and yourself as a son of God.” These 
differing concepts of the purpose of religion determine the individual’s attitude in various life 
situations and foreshadow the depth of worship and the nature of his personal habits of prayer.
The spiritual status of any religion may be determined by the nature of its prayers.

I:
The Christ has nothing to do with Jesus of Nazareth, that part was later fabricated. 

UB:
Jesus of Nazareth [4th religious revelation of epochal significance] Christ Michael presented for 
the fourth time to Urantia the concept of God as the Universal Father, and this teaching has 
generally persisted ever since. The essence of his teaching was love and service, the loving 
worship which a creature son voluntarily gives in recognition of, and response to, the loving 
ministry of God his Father; the freewill service which such creature sons bestow upon their 
brethren in the joyous realization that in this service they are likewise serving God the Father. 

The Christian religion is the religion about the life and teachings of Christ based upon the 
theology of Judaism, modified further through the assimilation of certain Zoroastrian teachings 



and Greek philosophy, and formulated primarily by three individuals: Philo, Peter, and Paul. It 
has passed through many phases of evolution since the time of Paul and has become so 
thoroughly Occidentalized that many non-European peoples very naturally look upon 
Christianity as a strange revelation of a strange God and for strangers.

It is most unfortunate that those who have come to venerate the divine and risen Christ should 
have overlooked the man—the valiant and courageous hero—Joshua ben Joseph.


